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AREA OF TRIANGLES.
Area of 100 cm. triangle = 4330.000
Area of “50 cm. triangles” = 1082.500
Area of “25 cm. triangles” = 270.625

WEIGHTS OF WINGED TETRAHEDRAL CELLS.
Grammes per Square metre. 25 cm. Cell. 50 cm. 50 cm. Cell. 100 cm. Cell. 100 5.4125
21.65 86.60 200 10.8250 43.30 173.20 300 16.2375 64.95 259.80 400 21.6500 86.60
346.40 500 27.0625 108.25 433.00 600 32.4750 129.90 519.60 700 37.8875 151.55
606.20 800 43.3000 173.20 692.80 900 48.7125 194.85 779.40 1000 54.1250 216.50
866.00

Length of Framework.
25 cm. cell 150 cm.
50 cm. 300 cm.
100 cm. 600 cm.

1903, June 29, Monday At. B. B. Lab.
�e whole laboratory has been at work since I returned, on making tetrahedral frames. Mr. McNeil has been making frames of spruce, 
as light as possible, — lighter than our original red silk kite. �e frames he has completed for four-celled kites (25 cm. cells) weigh 34 
grams each. Mr. McNeil has made a great improvement in the method of constructing these cells of very light and thin sticks. Holes are 
bored at the ends, and to prevent the sticks from splitting while the holes are being bored, the ends of the sticks are shoved into a 
“Vshaped” space formed by two pieces of wood fastened on the bench. �e string used to tie the sticks together is �rst threaded through 
the holes at the end of a stick, and then tied around the stick so as to prevent splitting, the sticks can then be tied together very �rmly. 
Another improvement consists in cutting the ends of the sticks to an angle to make them �t together without over-lapping, this makes a 
strong and symmetrical joint.

Still another improvement made by Mr. McNeil in constructing a framework for a fourcelled kite — which is 4 our unit for larger 
construction — is, to make four 25 cm. triangles and then connect them together at the corners, thus forming a frame of octahedral 
shape.

�is octahedral frame �ts nicely into the interior of a 50 cm. tetrahedral frame completing the framework for a four-celled kite, Mr. 
Ferguson has been at work making tetrahedral frames of heavier construction (50 cm. cells).

AGB W.M.M

1903, July 15, Wednesday At. B. B. Lab.
We have been unable as yet to settle down to regular notation of laboratory work, so that the only records we have are contained in the 
laboratory scribbling book, and the photographic record kept by George McCurdy — now amounting to 40 pages of photographs. 
Pansy Lodge has been removed to the laboratory and has been placed beside the dark room as an o�ce for Mr. Mitchell. Although not 
yet completed, work was commenced in it yesterday. We have additional assistance in the laboratory in the shape of a young lady, Miss 
Elsie Taylor, who is employed in sewing on silk wings. 

Some of the wind-break cells have been built up into a tetrahedral form to illustrate the strength of the structure. Photographs were 
taken of this structure on Monday, June 22, with three men standing inside it at the weakest Photograph No. 22 shows a sixteen-celled 
tetrahedral kite �ying from bamboo pole. �e cells are 25 cm., covered with red silk, weight 186 gms, surface 0.8660 sq. meters, ratio 215 
gms. per sq. meter. (See Lab. Notes, Page 38, June 30)
6
Four kites similar to the above were fastened together to form a 64-celled kite, which is shown in photograph No. 57, taken July 6. 
Photograph No. 58, also taken July 6, shows the 64-celled tetrahedral kite �ying from bamboo �shing rod, weight 744 gms, surface 
3.4640 sq. meters, ratio 215 gms. per sq. meter.

Copies of these photographs, (No. 57 and No. 58) were sent to Mr. Chanute, Prof. Willis Moore, Prof. Langley, Prof. W. J. McGee, Mr. 
Phillip Mauro, and Mr. A. W. McCurdy. 

AGB

1903, July 24, Friday At. B. B. Lab.
Today Mr. Bell �ew a large four-cell kite covered with red silk, the framework being of aluminum, each cell measuring 50 cm. �e kite 
�ew remarkably well, in fact surpassing the �ight of any previous four-cell kite. A 25 cm. four-celled aluminum kite frame fastened 
together at the corners and centers by bronze castings, stood a remarkable test by bearing the weight of George McCurdy weighing 150 
pounds, both by standing on the frame and hanging from it while suspended from a joist. �e weather for the past few days has been too 
inclement to permit of any �eld experiments, but Dr. Bell hopes to carry on some �eld work tomorrow.

W.M.M.

Mr. Mitchell, acting as Secretary of the laboratory is to be on hand at the laboratory at 4:00
o'clock. He will then take the paper photographs and mark upon them, the date of receipt
and paste one set in the laboratory photograph album, to be kept at the laboratory annex,
and keep the other set as separates in his o�ce. Mr. Mitchell is to remain at the laboratory
from 4:00 to 5:00 o'clock to make such records of laboratory work as I shall direct.
A. G. B. is to be at the laboratory from 2:00 until 5:00 P. M. Experiments to be conducted
between 2:00 and 4:00 P. M. Photographing of experiments will cease at 3:30, the time
between 4:00 and 5:00 P. M. to be devoted to making records by dictation or otherwise of
laboratory work, thoughts etc.
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“My kites play games with the light, hide and seek with the clouds. 
�ey push and pull on the wind. �ey challenge the birds. 
My hand grows longer and longer until I feel I am somehow 
in contact with that immensity into and out of which all things come and go.” 
Jackie Matisse
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David Tudor, Parabolic Re�ector

Jackie Matisse, jeux d’espace

David Tudor, Jackie Matisse, Fujiko Nakaya
ISLAND EYE ISLAND EAR - (1974)       UNREALIZED
COLLABORATION - JACKIE MATISSE AND FUJIKO NAKAYA

ISLAND EYE ISLAND EAR was to be a collaborative environmental concert work 
with Jackie Matisse, and Fujiko Nakaya.  David Tudor’s participation was using large 
parabolic re�ectors to focus narrow beams of sound that visitors would walk 
through.  �e work was to have fog systems by Fujiko Nakaya and kites by Jackie 
Monnier.  A�er a number of investigations for an appropriate site lasting until 1979, 
the project was put on hold and never realized.

�e original plan for the Swedish version included dancers (Magaretha Asberg and 
dancers).
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